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you can tell that there is a will to create something special here and they succeed in creating a fun musical that is
reminiscent of the film sister act. the acting is terrible but the movie is so funny you will ignore all of that. the musical
numbers are so clever you wont be able to help but sing along. the sets look great and there are lots of easter eggs to
enjoy. the animations are pretty good, but at times too complex to watch clearly. the cast of characters, both real and

cartoon, are great. the addition of a cameo appearance by crazy rich asians actor harry shum jr. was a nice touch and he
complements the cast very well. its a fun movie and a good break for some culture for a saturday or sunday morning.
included among the more than 200 different type of subs included on this site is the option to search for subtitles in a

specific format. the text for the subtitles can be specified, as well as how you would like the subtitles to appear on your
screen. you can also specify whether the subtitles should be turned off or on when playing in an app such as vlc.

hanserdisch.nl offers german subtitles for more than 1,400 movies, with more than 1,500 different type of subs also
available. there are links for each type of subs for easy navigation, and the list includes the latest subtitles added to the
site, so you can jump to the latest additions first. the list includes the original german dialog, but also the english dialog
for ease of navigation. if the basic subtitles don't match your needs, cineglobal has many different subtitle options. you

can pick between between closed caption subtitles and the more sophisticated subtitle options, such as ones that
incorporate descriptive audio and even include special effects. the search function is similar to subscene, with the added

ability to filter results by movie and by genre.
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